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Abstract
In this paper, we describe distributed algorithms for

combinational fault simulation assuming the classical
stuck-at fault model. Our algorithms have been imple-
mented on a network of Sun workstations under the
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) environment. Two
techniques are used for subdividing work among pro-
cessors - test set partition and fault set partition. The
sequential algorithm for fault simulation, used on indi-
vidual nodes of the network, is based on a novel path
compression technique proposed in this paper. We de-
scribe experimental results on a number of ISCAS '85
benchmark circuits.

1. Introduction

Fault simulation is a frequent activity during the
process of VLSI test synthesis. Unfortunately, fault
simulation algorithms are compute-intensive. For large
circuits, a single run of fault simulation can consume
several hours of time. This motivates us to look for
faster fault simulation alternatives. The existing tech-
niques for speeding up fault simulation can be classified
as

1. algorithmic enhancements to achieve higher speed
in fault simulation [7, 8]

2. development of special-purpose hardware for fault
simulation [4]

3. development of parallel algorithms on general-
purpose parallel computers for fault simulation
[2, 11].

To speed up the fault simulation process, we pro-
pose two different approaches which address this issue
at different levels. The first approach tries to improve
the speed of a sequential fault simulation algorithm
and tries to achieve speedup by reducing the number
of computations. This is achieved by applying a new
concept of path compression. In the second approach,

our objective is to employ distributed processing to the
fault simulation problem. To partition the problem
into several subtasks that can be computed in paral-
lel, we have proposed and implemented two techniques,
namely, fault set partitioning (FSP) and test set parti-
tioning (TSP). We have also proposed and compared
several algorithms for each of the above partitioning
techniques.

2. Fault Simulation Based On Path Com-
pression

In this paper, we propose a new fault simulation al-
gorithm, which shows better time performance in com-
parison to an event-driven deductive fault simulator [1].
Our algorithm uses a technique called path compression
which gives it an edge over event-driven deductive fault
simulation. Path compression takes advantage of the
fact that fault simulation is performed in a levelized cir-
cuit, one level at a time. An additional feature of our
technique is that fault dropping is carried out during
fault simulation.

The circuit under test (CUT) is first levelized [6].
Path compression relies on the notion of pipes which
we now define. For a given test vector t, a gate g at
level I is known as a pipe for fault / if g is the only
gate at level I through which fault / can propagate
and no gates at level V > I have been scheduled for
fault simulation when simulation for level I is to be
started. The physical significance of marking a gate g
at level Z as a pipe is that thus far g is the only gate at
level I which can propagate a given fault to a primary
output. Note that the status of a gate can dynamically
change from being a pipe to not being a pipe during
the course of simulation even for the same test vector
t. We shall associate a binary(0/l) variable (t>(g,f,t)
which is set to 1 if and only if g is a pipe for test t and
fault /. The following lemmas are obvious.

Lemma 1 If the output of a gate g has a fanout of 1
and a fault f at the output of g is activated by a test t,
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Figure 1. Illustration of our Fault Simulation Technique, (a) Fault &i (b) Fault Co

then<j>{g,f,t) = l.

Lemma 2 // the output of a gate g is a fanout stem
and a fault f at the output of g is activated by a test t,
then(t>(g,f,t) = l.

We also introduce an attribute y(g, f, t) for a gate g
which is a pipe for a fault / and test t. The attribute
y(g, f, t) can be visible or invisible; if it is known that
the fault / propagates to one of the primary outputs,
we set 7(3, /, t) to visible. Otherwise, the attribute is
set to invisible. When the gate g is not a pipe for a
fault / and a test 4, the attribute j(g, f, t) is set to
unknown.

The essential ideas behind path compression are the
following theorems.

Theorem 1 During the fault simulation of a cir-
cuit for some test t, if it has been established that

i f>t) — 1> then, for some other fault f, <f>(g, f',t) =

Theorem 2 During the fault simulation of a cir-
cuit for some test t, if it has been established that
<t>(g,f,t) = 1 and <t>{g',f,t) = 1 then, y{g,f,t) =
7(g',f,t).

Our sequential fault simulation procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 2 with the following important char-
acteristics.

1. Each fault is propagated individually, rather than
sprouting all the faults at once and then propagat-
ing them, as done in deductive fault simulation.

2. Path compression is used to quickly decide
whether or not a fault is detected by a test. See
the SmartFaultSim procedure in Figure 3.

We illustrate our fault simulation technique using
the circuit shown in Figure l(a). Suppose test vector
under consideration is 1011 and the fault list includes

&i, (b-sa-1) and CQ (c-sa-0). We use the notation Z-sa-u
to denote a stuck-at-v fault on line I.

The algorithm first considers fault b\. This fault is
activated by the test 1011 and is visible at gate output
Gl. Deductive fault simulation establishes that the
fault &i, becomes visible at G3, G4, G5 and the pri-
mary output line j. The path of visibility for fault &i
is shown using a dotted line in Figure l(a). Gates Gl,
G3 and G6 are pipes for the test 1011 and fault bi; how-
ever, the attributes of the pipes are unknown at this
stage and the gates are put in the queue PipeQueue.
After the simulation of fault bi, these attributes are
set to visible. Next, when we consider fault Co, con-
ventional deductive fault simulation establishes that Co
is visible at G2; G2 is a pipe, but its attribute is still
unknown; so G2 is placed in PipeQueue. Continuing
the event-driven fault simulation, we discover that Co
is visible at gate G2 and G3 is a pipe for CQ as well.
Since the attribute of G3 has been set to visible by
the simulation of &i by Theorem 1, CQ is also visible at
a primary output. Hence the event-driven fault simu-
lation for c0 can be terminated at gate G3 itself, and
the conclusion that CQ is detected by test 1011 can be
drawn. The attribute of gate G2 can be set to visible
(Theorem 2). In Figure l(b), we show in dotted lines
the (compressed) path along which gate evaluations are
made during the simulation of CQ. The shaded region
in Figure l(b) is the part of the circuit for which no
gate evaluations are made, indicating the reduction in
computations.

3. Distributed Algorithms for Fault Sim-
ulation

There are three ways to parallelize a fault simula-
tion algorithm, namely, test partition, fault partition,
and circuit partition. Test Set Partition (TSP) breaks
the given test set T into smaller test sets TiT2, • • •, Tp

and assigns an individual task i to carry out a fault
simulation for test set Tt. Fault Set Partition (FSP)
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procedure FSIM (F,T,C)
{ F is the fault list, T is the test set, and

C is the netlist for the combinational circuit }
begin

Levelize the circuit C;
for each fault / do /.detected := false ;
for each test t do begin

GoodCircuitSimulation (C,t);
for each gate g do

7(5, i) := unknown; { g is not a pipe }
for each fault / do
if not (/.detected) then

if Activates(t, /) then begin
Let / = 71-sa-t;;
if n is a fanout stem or
/ has a fanout of 1 then

enqueue(n,PipeQueue);
for each gate h which is fed by n do begin

Let I be the level of gate h;
enqueue (h, Queue, I);

end
SmartFaultSim (C, /, t, Queue, PipeQueue);

{Use Path Compression}
end {if}

end {if}
end {for}

end {procedure}

Figure 2. Our Fault Simulation Technique

decomposes the set of faults F into JFI, F2, • • •, Fp. An
individual task i is assigned to simulate the circuit with
fault list Fi, for all the tests. In both the above meth-
ods, each task must have a copy of the entire circuit.
In the circuit partition technique, the circuit is broken
into several subcircuits and these are assigned to inde-
pendent tasks, thereby reducing the memory require-
ment of each task; however, it is a nontrivial task to
partition the circuit to achieve load balancing among
the tasks. The tasks must communicate with one an-
other during the process of concurrent fault simula-
tion, leading to overheads. In comparison, TSP and
FSP are simpler to comprehend and easier to imple-
ment. Through experimental results, we found that
TSP leads to more efficient parallelization.

3.1. Test Set Partition

Given a combinational circuit C, a fault list P, and
a test set T, let DpT. be the set of faults that are de-
tected through a fault simulation on task i. Each task
i further subdivides its own test set Tj into '-^ smaller
subsets Tij, 1 < j < 12M. Let the size of T^ be indi-
cated by ro, also known as Test Partition Parameter
(TPP). At the end of fault simulation for subset Tij,
the resulting set of detected faults DF is broadcast
to all the other tasks. Each task gathers the faults

procedure SmartFaultSim(C, f, t, Queue, PipeQueue)
{/ is a fault 1-SSL-V, and t is a test vector; Que-ue is a

queue of pending events and PipeQueue is the queue
of all the pipes that have been encountered so far}

begin
for each level / i n {h, h, • • •, h}) do begin

if some gate at level y > I is enqueued then
flag := true ;

else flag := false ;
count := 0;
while (Queue at level I not empty) do begin

g := dequeue(Queue, I);
if visible(f,g) then begin

for each gate h being fed by g do begin
Let x be the level of gate h;
enqueue (h, Queue, 1);

end ; {for}
count++; PotentialPipe := g;

end {if};
end {while} ;
if (count = 1 and flag = false ) then

case
7(9, t) — unknown :

enqueue(PotentialPipe, PipeQueue);
7(5.*) = visible :

/.detected := true ; {Theorem 1}
while (PipeQueue not empty) do
begin {Theorem 2}

p := dequeue(PipeQueue);
-y(p, t) := visible;

end ;
return ; {return from procedure}

•y(g, t) = invisible :
/.detected := false ; {Theorem 1}
while (PipeQueue not empty) do
begin {Theorem 2}

p := dequeue(PipeQueue);
~i(jp,t) := invisible;

end ;
return ; {return from procedure}

endcase;
end {for};
if / is visible at a primary output then begin

/.detected := true ;
while (PipeQueue not empty) do {Theorem 2}

p := dequeue(PipeQueue); ~t(j>,t) := visible;
end ;
return ; {return from procedure}

end else begin
/.detected := false ;
while (PipeQueue not empty) do {Theorem 2}

p := dequeue(PipeQueue);
y(p,t) := invisible;

end ;
return ; {return from procedure}

end
end {of procedure}

Figure 3. Fault Simulation by path compression
for a given fault /
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detected by all the tasks at the end of j-th fault sim-
ulation step into the set NDj\ these faults are then
dropped from the local copy of the fault list F{. The
performance of the algorithm depends critically on the
choice of the TPP. A large value of m indicates poor
load balancing and a small value of m would mean a
larger interprocessor communication.

3.2. Constructive Test Set Partition Proce-
dures

The performance of the distributed algorithm will
be affected by the procedure for TSP. It is possible
that one task is working hard but the second task is
essentially idling. To avoid this situation, we must par-
tition the tests such that the number of faults detected
by each test subset is more or less equal. One of the
test set partition procedures is based on the presump-
tion that a test vector which activates a large (small)
number of faults is also likely to detect a large (small)
number of faults. Finding the count of activated faults
requires a good-circuit simulation for test t. We sort
the test vectors on the activated faults count. The test
vectors ip.j+i are assigned to partition Tj, 0 < i < p,

o<i<fl.
In another procedure we partition the test set ran-

domly into ^ subsets of m vectors each; this partition
is carried out randomly. For each subset i of size m,
we find Ai = Ysf€Faf' where a/ is the probability of
activating a fault / £ F [9]. We sort the subsets on the
values of Ai. The test subsets p- j + i are assigned to

I/TT I

partition Tj, 0 < i < p, 0 < j < •L^. Another partition
heuristic is to treat each test vector as a i-input word,
where k is the number of primary inputs, and sort the
test vectors in ascending order. Then the test vectors
tj+p.i are assigned to partition Tj, 0 < i < p, 0 < j < —.

3.3. Fault Set Partition

In this technique, we partition the master fault list
F across p tasks. Each task performs a fault simulation
on the entire test set T. The overheads in FSP include
the partition of the fault set and the final collation of
the detected faults. The FSP scheme duplicates a cer-
tain amount of work among the p tasks; each task must
perform logic simulation on every test vector. The di-
vision of the fault list affects the load balancing factor
in this scheme. This load imbalance situation can be
improved in two ways. Firstly, we can implement the
distributed algorithm using the master-slave paradigm,
where the master task maintains the master fault list
and hands out subsets of the fault list to the slave tasks
for simulation; each slave reports to the master as soon
as its work is completed, and the master keeps the

slaves busy by redistributing the faults when a slave
task completes. The second load balancing technique
is to perform a more careful partitioning of the fault
list. We experimented with a constructive FSP scheme
which is described in the next section. The results of
random FSP and constructive FSP are compared in
Section 4.

3.4. A Fault P a r t i t i o n Procedure

Let / = l-sa-v be a stuck-at fault at line I. In order
to activate the fault, the line I must be driven to value
v. The signal probability of a line I, denoted by pi, is
defined as the probability that a random test vector
will set I to 1. Thus the probability that a random test
vector will activate / is equal to a,f, where

af =v (1)

The procedure for fault set partition tries to equalize
the quantity Y^f^Fi af > ^or a^ fault subsets Fi. In doing
so, we reason that the faults in each subset are equally
hard-to-activate. The computation of signal probabili-
ties is known to be a difficult problem [9]. We used the
following heuristic to compute the signal probabilities.
Let ti be the value of the i-th bit in test vector t. The
signal probability for a primary input line I was com-
puted as pi = jrjr—• The signal probabilities of an
internal line I which is an output of some gate g can
be computed with a knowledge of the functionality of
the gate g. Simple algebraic formulae relate the signal
probabilities of the output with those of the inputs for
each of the basic logic gates [10]. We scan the signal
lines of the circuit in a topologically sorted order to
compute their signal probabilities.

4. Implementation Details And Results

The fault simulator was implemented in C program-
ming language on a network of SUN SPARCstations.
In the experimental environment, there are 6 SUN
SPARCstation 10 computers and 2 SUN SPARCsta-
tion 20 machines. We included only the SPARCstation
10 machines when conducting the experiments. The
sequential as well as the distributed algorithms have
been benchmarked on ISCAS '85 circuits [5]. Our dis-
tributed fault simulator was implemented using PVM
[3].

In Tables 1, 2, and 3, we compare our fault simu-
lation technique and the event driven deductive fault
simulation technique for several ISCAS '85 benchmark
circuits. As can be seen from these tables, our algo-
rithm perform better than event-driven fault simula-
tion for almost all the circuits considered.
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Benchmark
Circuit

c432
c499
cl355
C1908
C2670
c3540
C5315
c6288
C7552

Deductive
Fault

Simulator

(•)

39.52
51.30

615.00
250.90
619.15

1035.05
2000.39
3513.91
4100.35

Fault
Simulator

(Path
Compr.)

8.80
9.06

211.40
95.55

120.51
101.17
171.77
95.64

305.00

Fault
Simulator
(No Path
Compr.)

7.40
8.51

616.73
123.91
195.11
97.45

255.88
121.11
397.25

Fault
Coverage

(%)

90.75
96.67

0.00
47.17
69.19
67.51
86.90
89.10
81.00

Benchmark
Circuit

(ISCAS'85)
c432
c499

cl355
C1908
C2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
C7552

Deductive
Fault

Simulator(s)
24.70
34.48

192.61
30.10

944.28
70.93

1614.30
3045.26

Fault Simulator
(Path Compr.)

(•)
15.14
12.94

296.23
108.40
194.48
169.12
403.34
580.16
479.81

Fault
Coverage

(%)
53.86
57.91
50.00
46.77
8.71

46.51
9.93

28.10
29.07

Table 1. Comparison of three fault simulation
techniques. 2000 Test Vectors.

Benchmark
Circuit

c432
c499

cl355
C1908
c2670
C3540
c5315
c6288
c7552

Deductive
Fault

Simulator

(•)

96.25
147.30

1912.15
901.29

1519.47
2893.89
6799.22

10132.55
12591.93

Our Fault
Simulator

(Path
Compr.)

17.98
23.40

836.34
275.24
352.76
293.31
468.79
252.61
686.53

Our Fault
Simulator
(No Path
Compr.)

16.11
23.36

1563.73
313.18
379.47
282.33
610.28
293.30
768.42

Fault
Coverage

{%)

93.57
98.65
50.00
52.71
61.42
74.61
86.93
99.11
86.83

Table 2. Comparison of three fault simulation
techniques. 6000 Test Vectors.

4.1. Distributed Fault Simulation

4.1.1 Test Set Partitioning

Table 4 shows the results of the distributed fault simu-
lation algorithm when random test set partition tech-
nique (RTSP) is used. Table 5 shows the results when
constructive test set partitioning (CTSP) is employed.
In this scheme, we have sorted the test vectors in the
increasing order of their equivalent decimal values and
then divided the test set into chunks. In Tables 4 and
5, the TPP is set to 1. As can be observed from Tables
4 and 5, both constructive and random test partition
exhibit sublinear speedup. In all the cases, construc-
tive test set partition shows better results than random
test set partition. The speedup when p partitions are
used with p slave processors is given by Equation 2.

sP =
Time for Sequential Fault Simulation on Host Proc

Time for TSP + Max^^Simulation Time on Proc i)
(2)

We also studied the effect of the size of the test set
on the performance of our algorithms. A marginal im-
provement in speedup was noticed for larger test sets.

Table 3. Comparison of path-compression based
fault simulation with event-driven fault simula-
tion. 2000 Test Vectors.

# o f
Procs

1
2
3
4
5
6

c432
Time(s)

7
4
3
2
2
2

Sv
1

1.75
2.33
3.50
3.50
3.50

c3540
Time(s)

92
53
3 7
2 8
2 6
24

sr1
1.74
2.49
3.29
3.54
3.83

c7552

Time(s)
263
166
103

85
76
61

sr
1

1.58
2.55
3.09
3.46
4.31

Table 4. Results for Random Test Set Partition
Scheme. 2000 test vectors.

# of
Procs

1
2
3
4
5
6

c432
Time(s)

8
5
3
2
2
2

sr
1.0
1.6

2.67
4.00
4.00
4.00

c3540
Time(s)

97
6 1
41
35
30
28

s,
1.00
1.59
2.37
2.77
3.23
3.46

c7552
Time(s)

2 6 3
1 4 3

98
79
76
73

sT
1.00
1.84
2.68
3.33
3.46
3.60

Table 5. Results for Constructive Test Set Parti-
tion Scheme. 2000 Test Vectors.

# o f

Procs
1
2
3
4
5
6

C432
Time(s)

9
5
4
3
3
3

s,
1.00
1.80
2.25
3.00
3.00
3.00

C3540
Time(s)

94
64
52
47
4 3
4 2

s.
1.00
1.47
1.81
2.00
2.19
2.24

c7552
Time(s)

273
191
152
133
122
1 0 9

s,
1.00
1.43
1.80
2.05
2.24
2.50

Table 6. Results for Random Fault Set Partition
Scheme. 2000 Test Vectors.
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# o f
Procs

1
2
3
4
5
6

C432

Time(s)
8
5
3
3
3
3

sr1.00
1.60
2.67
2.67
2.67
2.67

C3540
Time(s)

94
61
53
48
42
40

sT1.00
1.54
1.77
1.96
2.24
2.35

C7552
Time(s)

271
179
139
127
121
113

sr1.00
1.51
1.95
2.13
2.24
2.40

Table 7. Results for Constructive Fault Set Par-
tition Scheme. 2000 Test Vectors.

4.1.2 Fault Set Partitioning

Table 6 shows the results of the distributed fault sim-
ulation algorithm when random fault set partition
scheme is employed. Table 7 shows the results when
constructive fault set partitioning is employed. Our
constructive fault set partitioning uses the signal prob-
ability method (see Section 3) for balancing the load
among the slave tasks. From Table 6, we see that
the random fault set partitioning technique shows a
decrease in -j1- when the number of processors is in-
creased.

4.1.3 Fault Set Vs Test Set Partitioning

From our experimentation, it is apparent that TSP
gives better speedups than the FSP scheme. The ran-
dom TSP scheme shows a better value of -^- for in-
creasing values of p than random FSP technique. One
of the reasons for the relatively better performance of
the random TSP scheme is the dynamic load balanc-
ing which takes place in TSP due to fault dropping.
Although both techniques showed sublinear speedups,
the speedup obtained using TSP is quite close to linear.
Even RTSP proved to be better than CFSP.

5. Conclusions And Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm
for fault simulation of combinational circuits. Our fault
simulation technique based on path compression per-
forms better than event driven deductive fault simula-
tion, barring the case when the fault coverage is very
low. The added advantage of our new technique is that
it uses considerably less memory as compared to event
driven deductive fault simulation (due to non-storage
of large fault lists).

We have also presented distributed fault simulation
algorithms based on test set and fault set partition.
We found that the test set partition algorithms were
superior in performance. We further found that the
constructive test set partition procedure yielded better
results than a random test set partition algorithm.

There are several extensions to the work presented
here. Currently, the test partition parameter m in the
test set partition algorithm is chosen to be 1. We be-
lieve that more experimentation is necessary in select-
ing an appropriate value of TPP, as pointed out in
Section 3. The ordering of the test vectors within each
partition rnight also improve the performance of the
fault simulation algorithm. We also believe that more
work is required in constructive test set partition based
on circuit activity.
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